
Copycat Animals 

Unit 2



Lesson 1



Discuss
What do you think a copycat animal is?

• Something that copies behavior or looks the same as another thing  



Do you know any animals that do this? 
Frogs 

Butterflies 
Caterpillars 

Birds 
Fish

Can you think of any other animals?



The lion is a dangerous predator.
포식자



Cheetahs have black spots.



A lizard that is camouflaging is very hard to see
위장술



The little boy was frightened by the loud sound.
위협하다



The leopard killed its prey.먹이



In the fall I like to go hunt deer.



Zebras have black and white stripes.
줄무늬



Don’t eat that frog, it’s poisonous.독성을지닌



Monkeys like to imitate humans.모방하다



Who likes to eat insects?



What are the characteristics of a good friend?
성격, 특성



Where is the boy hiding?숨도



Do you remember the vocab?  Let’s see!









resemble (닮다) - looks similar to





(go to the next slide)



1.   It’s hard to see some animals because of the marks on their bodies.  The stripes or spots on some animals can be used as camouflage.



2.   A predator uses camouflage so it doesn’t frighten its prey when it’s time to hunt.



3.   Some animals use color so other animals can’t see them.  An insect that is green can hide on a leaf.



Let’s find the words together!



End of Lesson 1



Lesson 2



(Use previous slides)



Go to workbook pg 15







Write some sentences!You will be called on to read one.







Go to workbook pg 16







End Lesson 2



Lesson 3



Go to the student book page 26



GRAMMAR 1
Comparisons

We can use the word ‘as’ when we compare things. 
Example :    I am as tall as my friend. 

Puppies are as cute as babies.
Jack is as strong as my dad.



Let’s read together!

Now let’s watch the clip!





Lesson 3page 26-27
Unscramble the sentences 
Bigger/are /dogs./ Elephants/ than /

Elephants are bigger than dogs.
Than/ faster /alligator. /A /is /an /jaguar

A jaguar is faster than an alligator. 







Go to the student book page 27



A crocodile is as fast as an alligator.Now it’s your turn to make some sentences!(call on students to make sentences)



Go to the workbook page 17



Let’s read together!







End of Lesson 3


